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Abstract: Background: Existing surveys on telenursing refer to specific areas of nursing after the
implementation of a programme, but telenursing in general has not been fully evaluated from a
prospective approach. Aim: Design and statistical validation of a telenursing questionnaire. Methods:
A new questionnaire was designed with 18 paired (to avoid leading) questions (Likert-5) plus three
dichotomous questions (randomly ordered, inspired by existing validated tests) to analyse the
dimensions of: acceptance, usefulness and appropriateness of telenursing from the nursing point
of view (7 min test). The questionnaire was validated by classical tests and item response tests
(Rasch) using six computer-generated databases with different response profiles (tendency to be
positioned against, neutral and positioned in favour) with two degrees of agreement between each
pair of responses for each option. Results: Classical testing: Cronbach’s alphas (from 0.8 to 0.95),
Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) (0.93 to 0.95) and a significant p < 0.0001 for Bartlett’s test of sphericity
were obtained. Rasch analysis: Reliability coefficients (0.94). Warm’s mean weighted likelihood
estimates (0.94). Extreme infit-t and outfit-t values (+1.61 to −1.98). Conclusions: Both the classical
test and the Rasch approaches confirm the usefulness of the new test for assessing nurses’ positioning
in relation to telenursing.

Keywords: telenursing; assessment instrument; Rasch model; joint maximum likelihood estimation;
questionnaire; survey; e-nursing; digital nursing

MSC: 94A50; theory of questionnaires; 62P10 applications of statistics to biology and medical sciences

1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) technology is a growing innovation in everyday life [1], but in
nursing healthcare, it is still in an emerging and early developmental phase [2]. Overall, the
development of information and communication technologies (ICT) in nursing science—and
in particular in telenursing—is an urgent need, the prominent reasons for which include the
shortage of nursing staff, which is expected to be half (13 million) of the current estimated
global workforce within a decade [3].

Telenursing can make a significant contribution to increasing retention of qualified
nurses who, for various reasons, are unable to undertake full face-to-face activity, but who
would be willing to work during certain agreed periods and hours on a flexible basis,
especially in the case of pregnant or aged nurses [4–6].

Telenursing enables improved access to rural or remote areas, savings in travel time,
cost containment and better standardisation through the electronic nursing summary
and allows the incorporation of aids through digitised decision trees that allow better
personalisation of care, better monitoring and subsequent quality analysis [7,8]. Remote
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technology makes it possible to increase the possibilities of care for the general population
to systematise health education recommendations and the early detection of situations
requiring urgent care or advice on self-care [8–10].

Increasing computer processing capabilities and the ability of machines to learn from
data (artificial intelligence) allow a continuous effort to find increasingly better solutions to
complex problems both in basic research and in management [11–14].

Proper planning requires input from staff, and the case of telenursing is no excep-
tion [15]. It is necessary to provide a general and prospective overview in contrast to
published works that focus on partial aspects (telephonic care) or on specific nursing spe-
cialities [8,16]. However, to date and to the best of our knowledge, there has not been
a comprehensive assessment in prospective terms, i.e., nurses who are not yet working
in telenursing, nor is there a validated questionnaire in this regard. The extension of the
survey to both current and future users of telenursing with a focus on proper remote holistic
nursing care delivery, leaving aside the use of ICT in teaching or nursing management, is a
novel approach that will hopefully allow for better future planning.

The design and validation of a specific questionnaire for telenursing is presented here
as a new instrument for future practical use. The variants considered cover all response
possibilities in a real situation and even meaningless random responses to question pairs
can be detected by summation of differences between pairs.

2. Materials and Methods

The progress of the questionnaire design was carried out in five phases: (1) review
of the literature; (2) construct; (3) development of domains; (4) development of items
(questions); (5) testing and validation [17,18].

The questions were inspired by the most commonly used questionnaires in the litera-
ture for this purpose: the System Usability Scale (SUS) [19], the Technology Acceptance
Models (TAM, TAM3) [20,21] and the Telenursing Interaction and Satisfaction Question-
naire (TISQ) [22]. Each of the five authors selected questions independently, and these
were reformulated according to the complexity of the text and the Flesh–Kincaid level of
comprehension for text complexity [23,24].

The final number of items was selected as a compromise between including paired
questions to prevent leading questions and including at least three paired questions for
each dimension [25–27]. A final selection for these 18 questions was made by each author
scoring the best questions from the set of 49 pre-selected questions and with three rounds
of scoring the questions until complete agreement was achieved.

The domains tested included:

• Perceived usefulness
• Prospective acceptance
• Appropriateness for nursing tasks

Each domain also included a global yes/no question.
The length of the questionnaire—and consequently, the estimated time to complete

it—was carefully selected following the recommended principle of “the shorter the bet-
ter” [28–30]. It is recommended that there be no fewer than three questions for each
item [31], representing six questions (three pairs) per dimension and a total of 18 poly-
tomous questions. In addition, there is one dichotomous question for each dimension,
resulting in 21 questions to be completed in an estimated time of 7 min.

The structured questionnaire (Supplementary Materials) included three dichotomous
questions and 18 polytomous questions with answers on a 5-point Likert scale.

To reproduce all possible variety of responses, covering all real possible answers in the
different scenarios (in favour, against, consistency, inconsistency), six different databases
were generated by a computer, with 120 fictitious respondents in each case. Each database
corresponds to a different profile. These were designed with three levels of skewness,
representing a majority (2/3) of answers against telenursing, an equal number of answers
in favour and against and a third option with a majority in favour of telenursing (2/3).
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The design included in each case two variants: good-paired responses (pairwise difference
range [−1 to +1]) and poor-paired responses (pairwise difference [−2 to +2]) (Table 1). The
dichotomous variables were generated with the formula:

IF(SUM(x:y) ≥ 5;1;0) (1)

where x:y represents the sum of the Likert values for each dimension.

Table 1. Codes and characteristics of databases.

Database Code Symmetry Pairwise Difference

Fic R + NO Positive Poor
Fic R + Rel Positive Good

Fic Syim NO Central Poor
Fic Sym Rel Central Good
Fic L—NO Negative Poor
Fic L—Rel Negative Good

Leading questions were ruled out by using paired (one positive and one negative)
randomly disordered questions. Statistical processing requires reversing the score of the
negative answers and reordering them, as all questions must grow in the same direction
(Table 2).

Table 2. Required reordering of questions before running the statistics.

Polytomous

Usefulness Acceptance Appropriateness

−18 4 17
−8 −14 −10
5 2 15
−3 −19 −11
21 12 20
−13 −16 −6

Dichotomous 1 7 9
Note: Questions with a negative sign should be score-reversed (1 = 5, etc.).

Calculations were performed with IBM-SPSS statistics package V26 for Classical Test
Theory (CTT).

Regarding the item response theory (IRT), a Rasch analysis was performed with R (ba-
sic packages: MASS, eRm, sirt, TAM), obtaining the inlier-sensitive or information-weighted
fit (infit-t), i.e., standardized as a z-score, standardized outlier-sensitive fit (outfit-t), betas,
level of difficulty, level of discrimination, reliability ratio, Warm’s mean weighted likelihood
estimates (WLE), item characteristic curves (ICC) and item information curves (IIC).

Internal consistency of the three dimensions can be analysed using Cronbach’s alpha

α =
k

k− 1

[
1−

Σα2
k

α2
Total

]
, (2)

where k is the number of items, Σα2
k is the variance of the item and α2

Total is the total variance.

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Statistic Results

The basic results in terms of Likert answers are presented in Figure 1.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the databases. 
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Figure 1. Polytomous responses for a database with negative asymmetry and well-paired data (Fic
L—Rel).

As for dichotomous responses, for the same database, Figure 2 shows an acceptability
between 68.3% in usefulness and 73.3% in appropriateness.
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Figure 2. Dichotomous responses by dimensions. Same database (Fic L—Rel).

A general statistical descriptive summary allows the intentionally different skewedness
of the databases and other basic information to be seen (Table 3).
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the databases.

Database Fic R + NO Fic R + Rel Fic Sym NO Fic Sym Rel Fic L—NO Fic L—Rel

Data (Ӯ) Categorial Ordinal Categorial Ordinal Categorial Ordinal Categorial Ordinal Categorial Ordinal Categorial Ordinal

Mean 0.55 0.47 0.67 0.62 0.74 0.73

Standard error 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

Median of
medians 2.8 2.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0

Standard
deviation 0.50 0.50 0.47 0.49 0.44 0.44

Variance 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.24 0.20 0.20

Kurtosis −1.99 −2.02 −1.51 −1.78 −0.83 −0.86

Skewness −0.20 0.12 −0.72 −0.50 −1.09 −1.07

Mean of sums 66.00 56.33 85.00 74.33 88.33 88.00

Subject count 120 120 120 120 120 120

Positive responses (%) 55.0 46.9 66.7 61.9 73.6 73.3

Note that polytomous ordinal variables (1 to 5) are treated as numerical. Results are only
for comparative purposes, but no statistics may be computed due to this restriction [32].

3.2. CTT Statistics Results

Cronbach’s alpha uses the covariances between the items, whereas the standardised
item format is based on the correlations between the items; in this case, this is already
assumed as present. Therefore, the approach here is not to assume that the items have equal
variances, as in practice, this is not often the case. Table 4 summarises the non-standardised
Cronbach’s alpha of the polytomous variables for each database (based on covariances
analyses) for each dimension. The 95% confidence intervals (CI) for Cronbach’s alpha
have been computed using the interclass correlation coefficients which result identical
to Cronbach’s alpha (when calculated with the two-way mixed consistency or two-way
random consistency models). Hence, this is a CI for alpha as well (Table 4).

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of polytomous items. Cronbach’s alpha.

Database Fic R + NO Fic R + Rel Fic Sym NO Fic Sym Rel Fic L—NO Fic L—Rel

Domains Us Acc App Us Acc App Us Acc App Us Acc App Us Acc App Us Acc App

Cronbach α 0.84 0.86 0.84 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.83 0.80 0.82 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.94 0.95 0.95
Cronbach α 0.94 0.98 0.93 0.98 0.94 0.98

95% CI 0.93–0.96 0.91–0.98 0.91–0.95 0.97–0.98 0.92–0.95 0.97–0.98

(Covariances)

Note: Us = Usefulness. Acc = Acceptance. App = Appropriateness.

The principal component analysis was run to evaluate the strength of the partial
correlation, or how the factors (items) explain each other and to test the adequacy of factor
analysis. Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) values indicate the sampling adequacy for factor
analysis and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (method of covariances and varimax rotation)
returned highly significant p-values (0.000), implying that the correlation matrix is indeed
not an identity matrix (rejection of the null hypothesis) (Table 5).

Table 5. Principal components analyses.

Database Fic R + NO Fic R + Rel Fic Sym NO Fic Sym Rel Fic L—NO Fic L—Rel

KMO 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.94
Bartlett 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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3.3. IRT-Rasch Results

The Rasch model was proposed by the Danish mathematician Georg Rasch after re-
search between 1951 and 1959 and was first used to measure the intelligence of Danish
soldiers, being subsequently widely used in psychometric assessments [33]. It was created
for the analysis of dichotomous data, although later developments extended to polytomous
data, either ordinal [34] or continuous [35]. The model analyses the responses of n individ-
uals to i items and the probability of a positive outcome (favourable, or correct answer)
(Xni = x = 1) x ∈ {0, 1} (dichotomous in the original paper). It is given by the logistic function:

P(Xni = 1|βn, δi) =
eβn−δi

1 + eβn−δi
(3)

where βn represents the first factor (individual factor) and δi the second factor (item factor).
It is possible to set a general rule of two factors—the former for personal ability and

the second for item difficulty, expressed as log odds units (logits). It is a probabilistic latent
structure model with remarkably increasing use for the evaluation of scales.

Rasch testing for dichotomous logistic data is the standard for exponential family mod-
els and is mainly based on conditional maximum likelihood. This provides the possibility of
different approaches to likelihood estimation (LE). The Warm’s mean weighted likelihood
estimates (WLE) of Rasch measures has been used, but a review of 215 studies and 23 soft-
ware packages showed no significant differences between different LE approaches [36].
Expected a posteriori (EAP) person parameters were also included.

The results showed that the Rasch test of the EAP reliability score of 0.70 for the
dichotomous data is not as good as the 0.94 for the Likert-5 polytomous data. However,
the infit-t and outfit-t of the dichotomous variables are very centred, and the coefficients of
reality of the polytomous variables, using Warm’s mean weighted likelihood estimates, are
always >0.9 (Table 6). This suggests that a dichotomous-only questionnaire would not be
as appropriate as a mixed model including polytomous Likert-scale data.

Table 6. Rasch analysis.

Database Fic R + NO Fic R + Rel Fic Sym
NO

Fic Sym
Rel Fic L—NO Fic L—Rel Averages

Dichotomous

EAP Real 0.74 0.75 0.67 0.72 0.64 0.66 0.70
D1-Infit-t 0.35 −0.98 0.45 0.21 0.47 −1.10 −0.10
D2-Infit-t 0.35 0.23 −0.43 −0.66 −1.61 2.03 −0.01
D3-Infit-t −1.04 0.34 0.05 0.52 0.91 −0.57 0.04

D1-Outfit-t 0.33 −1.01 0.44 0.20 0.45 1.24 −0.14
D2-Outfit-t 0.33 0.23 −0.44 −0.67 −1.61 1.98 −0.03
D3-Outfit-t −1.14 0.32 0.05 0.53 0.89 −0.60 0.01

Beta-D1 (0.95 CI) −0.17 −0.37 −0.11 0.14 0.28 0.99 0.13
Beta-D2 (0.95 CI) −0.17 −0.12 0.11 −0.07 −0.06 −0.81 −0.19
Beta-D3 (0.95 CI) 0.34 0.48 0.00 −0.07 −0.22 −0.19 0.06

D1-Dffclt 0.03 −0.03 −0.47 −0.13 −0.71 −0.10 −0.24
D1-Dscrmn 37.058 17.332 4.559 13.038 12.757 37.206 20.325

D1-P (x = 1|z = 0) 0.265 0.748 0.894 0.852 1.000 0.974 0.789
D2-Dffclt 0.028 -0.076 −0.517 −0.118 −0.683 −0.051 −0.236

D2-Dscrmn 37.058 17.332 4.559 13.038 12.757 37.206 20.325
D2-P (x = 1|z = 0) 0.265 0.789 0.913 0.823 1.000 0.870 0.777

D3-Dffclt 0.014 −0.063 −0.492 −0.118 −0.670 −0.066 −0.233
D3-Dscrmn 37.058 17.332 4.559 13.038 12.757 37.206 20.325

D3-P (x = 1|z = 0) 0.38 0.8683 0.90 0.82 0.9998 0.922 0.816

Polytomous
EAP reliab. 0.93 0.97 0.92 0.97 0.92 0.96 0.94
WLE reliab. 0.92 0.96 0.91 0.97 0.92 0.96 0.94

Note: Warm’s Mean Weighted Likelihood Estimates.
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The item characteristic curves (ICC) and item information curves (IIC) are shown
below (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. ICC and IIC charts for dichotomous variables (D1–D3).

4. Discussion

The results show that the questionnaire is robust for different possibilities of potential
respondents and allows separate analysis of the three dimensions (usefulness, acceptability
and appropriateness). Measurements, mainly based on questionnaires to assess a latent
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trait, are well-established research procedures in the social sciences, extending to many
other fields. The construct in our paper is designed to obtain the positioning of nurses in
relation to telenursing.

The questions have been optimised in terms of time and items, with paired questions to
prevent leading questions and including at least 3 + 3 questions for each dimension [25–27].
It is important to consider that the paired questions must be score-reversed before running
statistics.

It would even be possible to include only one question with a dichotomous answer
(yes: I am in favour of telenursing; no: I am not in favour of telenursing), but although
the construct basically seeks that information, a wider approach is intended with a more
ambitious scope of measuring three dimensions: perceived usefulness, prospective ac-
ceptance and appropriateness for nursing tasks. The EAP Rasch results for categorical
variables show a lower score (0.70) when compared with polytomous questions (0.94). The
significant overall test validation data obtained can be explained by the combination of
categorical and polytomous variables. Latent variable mixture models are a promising
approach for the validation of outcomes [37].

The design conditions some statistic results. The three dimensions are strongly related,
and consequently, a significant number of collinearities are expected. The constatation of
collinearities are here an expression of the interconnection of the dimensions in the construct,
and obviously, it only reflects a specifically designed questionnaire. It is unsurprising to
find redundancy patterns corresponding to a sedimentation graphic sharply descending
after the second or third variable; total variance was over 70% explained with only two
or three questions (components). It must be noted that not all indices of reliability can
be used in all situations, and even Cronbach alpha, for example, cannot be used in all
circumstances [38]. This test measures internal consistency and is most useful when used in
a survey with single-dimensional data; otherwise, it risks underestimating the true result.
It is therefore convenient to use the methodology for each group of items (dimensions)
that make up the construct. This does not mean that the consistencies of each of the
three dimensions cannot be assessed and compared with each other between databases,
but correlation of dimensions must be considered as a limitation for the applicability of
some statistics.

Although Cronbach alpha is not applicable to dichotomous variables, and while the
use of a Kuder–Richardson analysis could additionally be considered for the dichotomous
data, given these dichotomous variables were obtained from the polytomous variables
using a mathematical formula [1], the computation has been considered unnecessary.

Reliability depends on the sample used for the test, and this may be affected by other
considerations. Both performance variability and group performance level may affect score
reliability [25]. Let us imagine that all the nurses on the planet were totally convinced
of the advantages of telenursing and validated it as positive. Different samples obtained
by surveys using a Likert scale will provide consistent results of 5 = totally agree. In this
extreme case, it will provide a variance of 0. Different samples will offer the same results
(high reliability and high validity), although variance is 0. If this pattern is followed in
the second question as well (i.e., virtually every answer close to 5), this could lead to a
determinant of the matrix (Φ) close to 0 due to the strong correlation of the variables.

A low score in the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin test will express a high value of the correlation
coefficients—and, consequently, the inappropriateness of the factor analysis—but at the
same time, for diagonality testing and due to this high correlation, the null hypothesis
that the correlation matrix is the identity matrix (Bartlett’s test of sphericity) will be clearly
rejected, as the comparison of the observed correlation matrix with the identity matrix will
show a highly significant p. In conclusion, a larger variance of the total scores does not
mean a higher reliability in all cases.

This emphasises the question that the statistical approach must focus on the particular
data obtained and not on a blind application of mathematical tests and that not all indexes
of reliability can be used in all situations [38]. It also reveals the weakness of the CTT that
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focuses on the test as a whole and the need to include a separate analysis of items with
other latent structure models and/or probabilistic models.

An additive Likert scale was considered a popular option for this questionnaire
compared to Thurstone or Guttman scales. However, two considerations are pertinent.
Although often analysed as numerical, Likert scales are ordinal, and it is possible that
in future surveys, data may be (left) negatively skewed (majority of favourable answers)
with a significant number of values 4 or 5 considering the foreseeable tendency to consider
telenursing as professionally positive. To what extent these two factors break the constraints
of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) requiring continuous values with a Gaussian curve
must be analysed in each case. In extreme cases, a non-parametric test could be used
(Spearman tests of ranks). To evaluate the robustness of the questionnaire, databases with
different types of skewness have been tested.

Note that there may be other reasons why factor analysis may not be appropriate.
The main purpose of this multivariate statistical technique is to synthesise the observed
interactions between a set of variables in a concise way and to explore the unobserv-
able latent (hidden) variable presumed within the logic of the framework of the theory.
However, in this case, the three dimensions are provided a priori. This could become an
exploratory analysis; if the KMO were higher than 0.71—and therefore factor analysis could
be considered appropriate—a collinearity would still to be expected, a rotation (in principle
orthogonal, e.g., varimax rotation, with Kaiser normalisation) should be used and small
coefficients (<0.5) should be deleted.

It is not advisable to analyse Cronbach’s alpha for the whole questionnaire or for the
questions independently, as with a number of questions higher than 20, acceptable alpha
values could result even though they may consist of two or three orthogonal dimensions;
very high values (over 0.90) may also express the (expected) redundancy among items.
Cronbach’s alpha is not to be used as the sole source of validity evidence [27]. Running
Cronbach’s alpha for each dimension seems a rational in-between approach.

CTT has also been criticised for requiring imputation methodology for missing data,
imprecision of standard errors and distortion (as commented above) of extreme cases and
ordinal data handled through intervals [39]. As per Andrich, modern test theory—which
includes IRT and its variant, Rasch measurement theory—will increasingly replace classical
test theory in the analysis of rating scales and in the presentation of outcome measures [34].

IRT methodologies are widely used in educational contexts, psychological tests and
questionnaires. The main characteristic of all IRT models is that the assessment of the
latent trait is considered to be conditional on the respondent and the questionnaire items,
and therefore IRT models are based on statistics obtained by estimating the respondent
characteristics and item characteristics [40].

In real testing, the dichotomous (D1–D3) data will not be automatically generated by
the computer, but it would be interesting to compare the results with those generated with
the formula indicated above [1] (e.g., with the Kendall rank correlation coefficient test) to
see the concordance between polytomous and dichotomous data.

The SPSS software does not include Rasch analysis in the current (26) version. How-
ever, conditional maximum likelihood estimation Rasch analysis (for dummy variables) has
been reported with a log-linear subroutine [41], and there is also an R Integration Package
for IBM SPSS Statistics. The most popular software for Rasch analysis includes Winsteps
(paid) and R (free).

The major advantage of the Rasch model over the CTT is the property of joint mea-
surement of item and subject parameters in the same construct. Another advantage is that
the Rasch model assumes unidimensionality, i.e., that all responses are conditioned by a
single latent variable, which in this case is the consideration of telenursing.

The computerised analysis customarily calculates the differences between observed
and expected responses (i.e., expressing the residuals). For the respondent r and the item q
(where r, n ∧ q ∈ i), the residual yrq is computed as:

yrq = xrq − Prq (4)
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where xrq is the observed response to the question and Prq the probability of a favourable
answer to the question.

Usually, the residuals are standardised (zrq) by dividing the residual by the standard
deviation (SD); thus:

zrq =
yrq√

Prq
(
1− Prq

) (5)

This allows computation of the mean square (MNSQ) value of the (inlier-sensitive,
weighted) Infit, which is the average of the quadratic residuals weighted with their
weighted mean square (W), as a model fitting test.

Infit (MNSQ) =
∑N

n Wniz2
ni

∑N
n Wni

(6)

It is also possible to compute the Infit for one person or for one question. The Infit plays
an essential role in Rasch testing. It expresses the global fit adjustment. The goodness of fit
is a measure of symmetry (Gaussian curve) and has no rationale in computer-generated
database testing, as the databases have been designed specifically for different skewness.

The Outfit is an outlier-sensitive fit statistic based on the conventional chi-square test:

Outfit (MNSQ unweighted) = ui = ∑N
n=1

z2
ni

N
(7)

MNSQ statistics represent the size of the randomness. Although a very conservative ex-
tent (0.7–1.3) could be considered, a range of values between 0.5 and 1.5 of MNSQ is usually
accepted. Outliers represent distortion of the model. Values over 2 may indicate very few
observations, and, contrariwise, values lower than 0.5 may suggest misleading reliability.

The infit-t (or Z) and outfit-t are typical standardised values for the degree of fit of the
person or the item factor. Values will typically fall between −1.9 and + 1.9 for reasonable
predictability of the model as they do in our case. Values over 2 indicate unpredictability,
and values of −2 and lower suggest extreme predictability (redundancy, overfit of the
model) and pose the question of whether other dimensions are really influencing the
results [42,43].

A notable additional possibility of Rasch analysis is the analysis of graphic data. The
slope of the ICC represents the discrimination, or how much the probability of giving a
correct answer increases as the latent element increases (probability of providing a correct
answer for those in favour of telenursing in our case).

It is possible to measure the difficulty of the questions. As the scale is dichotomous,
if the point with probability 0.5 (π) (y-axis) and its corresponding location (δ) (x-axis)
are determined for a question (item), easy questions will shift the sigmoid curve to the
left, and—consequently—for a given δ value, the probability of answering correctly will
increase. In the opposite case, the shift will be to the right.

The minimum value of the curve represents the probability of giving a correct answer
by chance. It can be useful in detecting respondents who answer without even reading the
questions in the questionnaire.

Graphic plotting allows analysis of the items and their degree of understanding.
Information testing allows us to know what number of questions provides the highest
percentage of latent characteristics.

The fact that an evaluation of 15,120 (120 × 21 × 6) responses with different profiles
was carried out is one of the novelties and strengths of this work, as practically all possible
future response trends in a real population have been covered. In terms of limitations and
future projection, the most notable aspect of the study is that no responses were obtained
from actual nurses, leaving the field open for future research.
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5. Conclusions

Both the CTT and IRT approaches, considering the specificities and the specific design
of the questionnaire, confirm the validity of this test to assess nurses’ positioning in relation
to telenursing.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
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